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ABSTRACT

This paper describes analytical methods used in verification of large

DC power systems with applications to the International Space Sta-

tion (1SS). Large DC power systems contain many switching power

converters with negative resistor characteristics. The ISS power

system presents numerous challenges with respect to system stabil-

ity such as complex sources and undefined loads. The Space Station

program has developed impedance specifications for sources and

loads. The overall approach to system stability consists of specific

hardware requirements coupled with extensive system analysis and

testing. Testing of large complex distributed power systems is not

practical due to size and complexity of the system. Computer mod-

eling has been extensively used to develop hardware specifications

as well as to identify system configurations for lab testing. The sta-

tistical method of Design of Experiments (DOE) is used as an analy-

sis tool for verification of these large systems. DoE reduces the

number of computer runs which are necessary to analyze the per-

formance of a complex power system consisting of hundreds of

DC/DC converters. DoE also provides valuable information about

the effect of changes in system parameters on the performance of

the system. DoE provides information about various operating sce-

narios and identification of the ones with potential for instability. In

this paper we will describe how we have used computer modeling

to analyze a large DC power system. A brief description of DoE is

given. Examples using applications of DoE to analysis and verifica-

tion of the ISS power system are provided.

INTRODUCTION

The International Space Station Electric Power Systems

includes multiple levels of switching DC/DC converters to provide

voltage levels required by various electrical loads (core loads and

payloads). Primary DC power is generated by solar arrays and bat-

teries. This DC power is regulated by switching shunt regulators

(SSUs) and battery charge and discharge units (BCDUs) to a nomi-

nal voltage of 160 Vdc. The primary DC voltage is in turn con-

vetted by 6.25 kW DC/DC Converter Units (DDCUs) to 123 VDC

for use in the secondary electric power distribution system

(SEPDS). SEPDS onboard the Space Station is defined as the

DDCUs, cables, protective devices, core loads, and payloads. Each

secondary power system has a unique architecture in terms of the

number of connected loads and payloads. The cables (types and

lengths) that connect these loads to secondary distribution power

buses are different for each SEPDS. The Space Station SEPDSs

include many different system topologies with different number of

connected loads of varying power levels. A typical SEPDS bus is

shown in Figure 1. The Space Station consists of isolated power

buses (primary and secondary distribution buses) to meet the

required fault isolation and redundancy requirements.

Due to size and complexity of the Space Station power system

the system is defined in terms of several smaller subsystems, and

each subsystem is designed individually. The subsystems then are

integrated to form a complete system. Subsystems that include

international partners such as the European Space Agency (ESA),

Japanese Space Agency (NASDA), the Russian modules and the

payload subsystems are designed independent of each other. Even

though the subsystems are designed properly, stability can be a

problem after system integration. There is always the potential that

different subsystems may interact with each other because of nega-

tive resistance characteristics of the switching DC/DC converters.

This may result in poor power quality and in extreme cases system

instability. Therefore, it is extremely important to develop proper

requirements for various subsystems and to further test or analyze

these systems under various configurations and operating condi-

tions. The requirements for these interfaces at various subsystems

were developed in advance to ensure system stability after integra-

tion of these subsystems. A detail description of the small signal

stability requirements is given in Gholdston et. al., 1996.

In order to verify that the system meets its various performance

requirements, many system operating conditions must be analyzed

or tested. Also, these performance measures need to be verified

under many system uncertainties such as component aging and load

variations. Testing large scale systems consisting of hundreds of

DC/DC converters becomes extremely expensive. It is necessary

that the tests be performed on a limited number of scenarios where



potentialforsubsysteminteractionandinstabilityexists.Weusethe
modelofthepowersystemtoperformanalysisonthecompatibility
ofvariousDC/DCconverters.Themodelisalsousedtodetermine
the"worstcases"whicharethencandidatesforextensivelabora-
torytesting.Thisresultsintremendouscostsavingsascompared
withtestingallthemultiplescenarios.

Thesecondarypowerdistributionsystemsaremorecomplexdueto
the fact that many different types of load converters of different

power levels are used. The sources in the secondary power system

were given a maximum output impedance requirement. Based on

these maximum source impedances, the source impedances at the

input of various loads and at Space Station interfaces were derived.

Computer simulation based on Boeing's EASY5 software was used

to model these SEPDS and derive these impedances. Load input

impedance and interface impedance requirements were then speci-

fied at these interfaces based on the concept of gain limits and

allowable phase regions [Gholdston et. al., 1996]. For the second-

ary power system loads, a 3 db limit was added to IZsl at various

locations. The load input impedance then was required to stay

above this limit. For frequencies where IZsl > IZLI, the phase of Z L

was required to stay outside of an allowable region such that Zs/Z L

maintains a 30 degree phase margin.

The impedance requirements ensure small signal stability of the

integrated system. In order to ensure large signal stability of the

system, large signal stability test requirements for loads and sources

were developed. These included various large signal tests for

sources that included line and load changes under various bus volt-

ages and loading scenarios. The loads were also required to main-

tain stability under line and load step changes.

We have used the statistical method of Design of Experiments as a

tool to analyze the behavior of the SEPDSs as a function of system

uncertainties. DoE also identifies which system operating condi-
tions are the most critical. The most critical conditions are then

tested to verify system design limits.

In this paper a brief description of the modeling approach that was

used to assess the small signal stability of the ISS SEPDS is given.

We describe a modular modeling approach and methods to analyze

interaction among DC/DC converters. Next, we describe the statis-

tical method of Design of Experiments. Applications of DoE to ver-

ification of SEPDS is presented. Some examples where we have

used DoE to identify worst case system conditions (lowest stability

margin) are presented.

VERIFICATION OF EPS STABILITY

The stability of the ISS EPS will be verified/demonstrated by a

combination of analysis and directed test. In an ideal case,

stability would be demonstrated via testing only. Unfortunately,

due to extreme cost and schedule constraints on the ISS program,

the program has been forced to rely heavily on performing

analytical calculations supported by specific directed tests.

For many system configurations, electrical power system stability

will primarily be demonstrated/verified utilizing analysis. This

analysis will employ simulation tools to predict the system

behavior. These simulations will be composed of electrical

component (i.e. power supplies, cables, connectors, etc.) models

that are connected to match the system topology by stage and

operational configurations. Whenever possible, these models will

be compared to test data and modified accordingly as a model

validation process. The validity of any given model, however,

needs to be understood and documented. As an example, a

linearized power converter model would be valid for a power

range that did not result in discontinuous switching and a current

range that did not invoke its current limiting functions.

To verify complete system stability, both small signal and large

signal stability must be demonstrated. In order to demonstrate

small signal stability, analysis will be performed over a frequency

range to assess system stability about a given steady state

operating point. Linearized component models will be used for

this analysis. Primarily, this analysis will rely on gain and phase

margin comparisons as an indication of system stability. In order

to demonstrate large signal stability, an examination of the system

response to a sudden and severe disturbance (such as load starting

or fault clearing) will be made. Nonlinearities in the system must

be accounted for in the analytical model to perform this type of

analysis. The transient analysis results will then be compared to

system performance requirements as an indication of system

stability. Once both linear and nonlinear stability has been

demonstrated, the system shall be considered stable.

In order to validate the accuracy of the models used for both small

and large signal stability analysis, the ISS program plans to

perform both box/component level and system level tests. Data

gathered as part of this test process will then be used to validate

both box level and system level models. These tests will be

composed of both frequency domain and transient testing. This

will enable data to be produced to validate both the large and the

small signal analysis process and therefore enable the

demonstration of system stability through analysis.

MODELING APPROACH

A modular approach is used in modeling and analysis of distributed

power systems. The components and subsystems of the system are

modularized and subsequently interconnected to form the complete

system. Modularizing the system into components and subsystems

has several advantages: I) it reduces the complexity of analyzing

large systems by analyzing a less complex subsystem, 2) sub-

systems and component models can be verified with manageable

test conditions, 3) component and subsystem models can be used in

different systems.

Large DC power systems such as the Space Station power system

use multiple levels of DC/DC conversions via switching regulators

with different characteristics. The complexity of these systems

requires that the computer models be fast and not require a signifi-

cant amount of a computer memory. These models must be flexible

such that future modifications are possible when the design

matures, or test data becomes available and can be used for valida-

tion.
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TheSpaceStationsecondarypowersystemswasmodeledusing
EASY5x(Karimi,1993).Sincethesystemmodelisdevelopedasan
interconnectionofseveralsmallermodels,amathematicaldescrip-
tionofeachcomponentmodelwasdeveloped.Themathematical
modeliswrittenintermsofportvoltagesandcurrentstomakeit
suitablefortwoportmodeling.

Modelingof DC/DC converters is the critical part of developing a

reliable system model. It is extremely important that models be

developed for the power converters such that subsystems and sys-

tem level analysis can be performed. The converters can be mod-

elled at different levels of detail. Detailed models which include all

the circuit elements are not practical for large systems due to heavy

simulation time involved with these models. Converters are broken

up into subsystems and each subsystem is modeled behaviorally

(control loops) or in detail.

We have developed a library of various switchmode DC/DC con-

vener topologies in EASY5x which are based on averaging tech-

niques. These models were developed to perform small signal

analysis and were developed for voltage mode and current mode

regulators. The models used for system level analysis use averaging

techniques to avoid heavy simulation times associated with detailed

PWM circuit level DC/DC converter models. The models were also

developed for maximum flexibility. Many of the converter models

share the same macros for input filter, power stage, and control

loops (Karimi, 1993).

(RPCMs), and various loads such as heaters, lights, and multiple
DC/DC converters.

SYSTEM PERFROMANCE ANALYSIS

When integrating various DC/DC converters with constant power

characteristics or subsystems containing multiple DC/DC convert-

ers, the potential for subsystem interaction exists (Gholdston et. al.,

1996). In many cases the system can experience oscillatory behav-

ior or in extreme cases, instability. R.D. Middlebrook (1976) con-

sidered the interaction of a DC/DC converter and its input EMI

filter. A source impedance Zs was defined as the output impedance

of the input EMI filter. Load impedance ZL was defined as the input

impedance of the switching regulator. Conditions for stability and

performance of the interconnected system were derived. The same

concept has been applied to the integration of various subsystems of

the ISS power system. Various parts of ,he DC power system are

broken into source and load subsystems and source impedance Z s

and load impedance Z L are defined for each interface. A converter

feeding multiple paralleled converters is considered the source sub-

system with its output impedance defined as the source impedance.

The aggregate input impedance of multiple parallel converters is

defined as the load subsystem. In our system model, load and

source impedances at various interfaces are calculated and vali-
dated with test data when available.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Various Space Station secondary power systems such as the U.S.

Laboratory (U.S. LAB) secondary power systems has been mod-

eled using EASY5x.These models include models of sources (6.25

kW DC/DC converter), cables, Remote Power Controller Modules

We describe experiments to assess the stability of five different

Space Station power system EASY5x models. The models

represent different secondary power system buses. The goal of

each experiment was to predict the worst case stability margin

Primary
Power

Secondary _" DC/DC I

I  °C eCa erCablee _Cable -_.•-'- iZ mC er,[ le t:°nverterItgonverterDC/DCI

: I : " Re owr _
• o Distribution Assy.

- [ ]_8_tive I

Secondary Power _ [ DC/DC II (sonverter
Distribution Assy. Cable ,,,4 .... _ t Resistive I
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Figure 1- Typical Secondary Electric Power Distribution System



(phase and gain margin) of the system at a particular constant

power load's interface by finding combinations of ON/OFF

settings of the remaining power loads that yield minimum phase

margin.

The phase margins of Zs/Z L at various interfaces of the system

were calculated using the EASY5x models. The source

impedances (Z S) at any interface is a function of the upstream

cables, the state of the DC/DC power converter units in the

system, and the ON/OFF state of all remote power controller

switches. Any remaining remote power controller switch that is

ON changes the source impedance of the load that is being

controlled.

There were three models of the U.S. LAB secondary power

system and two models of NODE-I that were used in this study.

We list them along with the number of interfaces to be examined:

U.S. LAB Forward

U.S. LAB Aft

U.S. LAB Rack LAP6

NODE-I Channel 3B (F3A)

NODE-I Channel 3B (F2A)

25 Interfaces

30 Interfaces

19 Interfaces

20 Interfaces

13 Interfaces

A single experiment consisted of a series of EASY5x runs to

determine the combination of ON/OFF status of switches (loads

connected to the secondary bus) yielding worst case phase margin

at a single interface. A system model may have as many as 30

loads. To examine at each interface all combinations of ON/OFF

of the remaining loads could require, as in the case of the U.S.

LAB Aft model, as many as 30*229 EASY5x runs. Thus a more

efficient method was sought.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

Design of Experiments is a statistical discipline for systematically

and efficiently designing and analyzing experiments to answer

specific questions. The large body of case studies and industrial

experiments documented is a subject for another paper. A good

overview of DoE and its role in engineering problems is given in

Box and Bisgaard (Box et a1,1987).

In the context of this Space Station Power system analysis DoE

provides experiments for estimating and analyzing "effects" of

turning power loads ON and OFF. Effects are additive (not linear)

contributions to phase margin of turning power loads or

combinations of power loads ON and OFF. Knowledge of all

effects characterizes the system in terms of all combinations of

power load ON/OFF states.

Our experiments were designed for analyzing main effects (the

effect a power load has on the phase margin independent of the

other power loads) and most of the time for two-way interaction

effects (the joint effect of two power loads on the phase margin).

When a two-way interaction effect is present, the change in phase

margin due to change in one power load depends on the setting of

some other power load. In an analogous way one may speak of

three-way and higher order interaction effects. See Box, Hunter

and Hunter, 1978 for more detail.

DoE theory for experiments with variables that take on only 2

values ("2-level fractional factorial experiments"), for example,

ON/OFF states for power loads, is particularly applicable to these

experiments. This theory is well understood and discussed in

detail in Box, Hunter and Hunter, 1978. As mentioned above the

"full factorial" experiment, all combinations of ON/OFF loads,

may require a prohibitive number (as many as 30*229) of EASY5x

runs. Thus a "fractional factorial" experiment is called for in

which a judiciously chosen subset of the full factorial

combinations of ON/OFF states for each power load is run.

Choosing this subset, termed "fractionating" implies sacrificing

the ability to get some information out of the experiment, in

particular, the ability to estimate high order effects.

RUNNING EXPERIMENTS

A single experiment may call for as many as 1024 EASY5x runs.

This is a prohibitive number of experiments to do manually. Thus

the experiments were automated. The SAS software package was

used to generate the ON/OFF combinations of the loads to run in

the experiment. A C program used the SAS generated file and

files describing the EASY5x models to automatically run

EASY5x in batch mode and to run a Fortran program on EASY5x

plot output files for each experimental run determining the

frequency at which the Zs/Z L crossover occurred, and the phase

margin at that crossover. Although the total machine time required

to perform these series of analyses ran into the hours, only about

one man-hour was required for analysis setup of the 30 analysis
series.

DoE ANALYSIS

DoE analysis produces quantitative and qualitative information

about the effects being estimated in the experiment. For detailed

discussions of the analysis methods used in the examples in this

paper see Box, Hunter and Hunter, 1978.

It is important to mention that many of the runs resulted in

separation of load and source impedance magnitudes and yielded

no phase margin in the chosen frequency range; i.e., the Nyquist

plot did not cross the unit circle. In these cases we considered the

phase margin to be large (infinite) and set the response to the

maximum value observed in the experiment.

The importance of effects is measured by computing the main

effects' and interactions' percent contributions to the "energy"

(sum of squares) in the phase margin. We refer to this process as

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA can be represented

graphically in a pie chart as in the example in Figure 3. The chart

shows that the main effect due to load L9 is the most important

effect with a 60.9% contribution, with a 32.1% contribution from

the main effect due to load L15 and a small 3.7% contribution

from the main effect due to load L22. The main effects are also

graphically depicted as in the example in Figure 2. The centerline

in the figure is the mean value of the observed phase margins. The

lines show the change from mean value in phase margin when a
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loadisONorOFF(orit'seffect!)Thustheplotshowsthatthe
meanphasemarginobservedin theexperimentwasabout30.8
degreesandsettingLoadL9 to OFFwouldreducethephase
marginabout1.7degreesto 29.1degrees.Theworstcase
predictediswithloadsL9,LI5,andL22all inOFFmodewith
negligibleeffectsfromtherestoftheloads.

Example2(Figures4and5)showsvariationsofphasemarginof
Zs/ZLatadifferentinterface.HereweseethatswitchingloadX9
fromOFFtoONreducesthephasemarginby10degrees.

Theanalysisandgraphicaldisplayweredeemedeasyto
understandbytheengineerandit wasnotedthattheDoEanalysis
(ANOVAandmaineffects)wouldhavebeenveryinformative
evenif onehadnotusedaDoEmethodstoreducethenumberof
runsandhaddoneall(229intheexample)possibleruns.

Somequestionsremainasto howto rigorouslydetermine
importantvariables.Ourexperiencewasthateffectswhosesums
of squareswerelessthantheresidualsumofsquaresshouldbe
examinedfurther.Theresidualsumof squaresis thesumof
squarederrorsfromtheleastsquaresmodelfitsimplicitin the
ANOVAandmaineffectanalysis.SeeBox,HunterandHunter,
1978.Inparticular,if all theestimatedeffects'sumsof squares
werelessthantheresidualsumof squaresthenthedesign
resolutionwasinadequateandahigherresolutiondesignhadtobe
run.Wecannotconclude,however,thattheconverseis true,i.e.,
if alltheestimatedeffects'sumsofsquaresweregreaterthanthe
residualsumofsquaresthenthedesignresolutionwasadequate.
Thusthisapproachisanheuristicapproachandnota rigorous
determinationofthelackofimportancehigherordereffects.

CONFIRMATION

We recommend some set of runs to confirm the results of the

analysis. To confirm the importance of the effects and variables

deemed important in the first experiment, fix the state of

unimportant variables and perform another higher resolution (able

to estimate higher order interactions) designed experiment in the

remaining important variables. Thus in the example one may run

all 8 combinations of ON/OFF in the variables L9, LI5 and L22

(with the other variables fixed) to confirm that "all OFF" is the

worst case and that the two-way and three-way interactions are in

fact not important. To confirm the relative unimportance of

variables use EASY5x runs with important variables at "worst

case" values and the other variables varying randomly or in a

systematic low resolution design. If the resulting phase margin

values are all close to the predicted "worst value" then one has

(heuristically) confirmed that the "unimportant" variables have

very small effect on the phase margin.

SUMMARY

for extensive testing to verify the stability of the system.
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